
INTRODUCTION 
NRL provides quality assurance programmes to laboratories that test for blood-borne infectious diseases. One of the 

components of NRL quality assurance is External Quality Assessment Schemes (EQAS).  Participation in EQAS gives 

participants a means of assessing independently their laboratory performance and comparing their results with those of 

others in their peer group.  It also offers a means of examining the performances of different assays. 

RESULTS continued 
Results of testing HBV DNA positive samples at a concentration of 400 IU/mL showed a reduction of 0.1% in reported 
false negative results between 2015 and 2016 (Figure 2). 

Results of testing HCV RNA samples at a concentration of 400IU/mL showed a reduction of 0.72% in reported false 
negative results between 2015 and 2016.  A similar trend was seen in testing HCV RNA positive samples at a 
concentration of 40 IU/mL, with a reduction of 0.44% in false negative results between 2015 and 2016 (Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The mean number of false reactive results  reported for an analyte other than the intended analyte in both 2015 and 2016 
was graphed (Figure 4).   

After investigation, it was concluded that half of these false reactive results were due to data entry errors.   

It is recommended that all results that are manually transcribed or entered via OASYS be checked by a second individual 
in order to avoid such errors.  
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OBJECTIVE 
To examine the ability of EQAS participants to detect nucleic acid in samples containing different concentrations of HBV 
DNA, HCV RNA and HIV-1 RNA included in NRL’s Multimarker Blood Screening Nucleic Acid Test (NAT) EQAS 
(NATA4315). 

To examine the ability of participants to correctly identify samples in NATA4315 EQAS having no HBV DNA, HCV RNA or 
HIV-1 RNA. 

 

RESULTS 
In 2015, a total of 15,782 results were submitted from an average of 28 assays per test event. 

In 2016, a total of 18,616 results were submitted from an average of 27 assays per test event. 

The highest number of participants in a single test event of NATA4315 EQAS over the two year period was 131, with a 
mean of 120 participants per test event. 

In 2015 there were 2,590 results submitted for replicate negative samples over the three test events. Only six of 2,590 
(0.23%) results were reported as falsely reactive.  In 2016, eight of 3132 (0.26%) results were reported as falsely reactive. 

For HIV samples at a concentration of 500 IU/mL, there was a reduction of 0.43% in reported false negative results 
between 2015 and 2016.  Similar trends were seen in HIV RNA positive samples at a concentration of 250 IU/mL, with a 
reduction in false negative results of 0.93% between 2015 and 2016 (Figure 1). 

 

DISCUSSION 
When comparing overall NATA4315 participant results from 2015 with overall NATA4315 participant results from 2016, there 

was a reduction in false negative results over the two year period. 

Participation in EQAS allows laboratories to assess their performance over several years and to observe and facilitate 

improvements. 

Figure 1: Percentage of false negative HIV RNA results reported for NATA4315  

(2015 and 2016)  samples with viral loads of 500 IU/mL and 250 IU/mL 

Figure 3: Percentage false negative HCV RNA results 
reported for NATA4315 (2015 and 2016) for samples 
with viral loads of 400 and 40 IU/mL 

 

Figure 4: The mean number of false reactive results  reported for an analyte other than the 
intended analyte in both 2015 and 2016 

METHOD 
 The Multimarker Blood Screening NAT EQAS panels consisted of fifteen samples in each test event. 

Three test events were distributed to participants each year.   

All negative samples consisted of normal human plasma (NHP) and were identical in composition, being dispensed from 
the sample pool of NHP negative for HBV DNA, HCV RNA and HIV RNA. 

Positive EQAS samples were composed of well-characterised plasma samples of known concentrations of HBV DNA, 
HCV RNA and HIV RNA diluted in NHP to a target viral load.   

The positive samples were calibrated against the WHO international standard for HBV DNA (97/750), HCV RNA (06/102) 
and HIV-1 (97/650).  

Participants tested the samples and submitted results to NRL using an internet application OASYS (Oneworld Accuracy, 
Vancouver, Canada). 

Aberrant results were those that were: 

 reactive for negative samples that did not contain HBV DNA, HCV RNA or HIV RNA; 

  non-reactive for samples positive for viral nucleic acid. 

Participants’ data from six NATA4315 EQAS test events, over a two year period, were analysed. 

The percentage of false negative and false reactive results for each analyte were calculated and graphed. 

 

 

Figure 2: Percentage false negative HBV DNA results 
reported for NATA4315 (2015 and 2016) for samples with a 
viral load of 400 IU/mL 
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